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Prince Amerigo, an impoverished but charismatic Italian nobleman, is in London for his marriage to Maggie
Verver, only child of the widower Adam Verver, the fabulously wealthy American financier and art
collector. While there, he re-encounters Charlotte Stant, another young American and a former mistress from
his days in Rome; they met in Mrs. Assingham's drawing room. Charlotte is not wealthy, which is one reason
they did not marry. Maggie and Charlotte have been dear friends since childhood, although Maggie doesn't
know of Charlotte and Amerigo's past relationship. Charlotte and Amerigo go shopping together for a
wedding present for Maggie. They find a curiosity shop where the shopkeeper offers them an antique gilded
crystal bowl. The Prince declines to purchase it, as he suspects it contains a hidden flaw. After Maggie's
marriage, she is afraid that her father has become lonely, as they had been close for years. She persuades him
to propose to Charlotte, who accepts Adam's proposal. Soon after their wedding, Charlotte and Amerigo are
thrown together because their respective spouses seem more interested in their father-daughter relationship
than in their marriages. Amerigo and Charlotte finally consummate an adulterous affair. Maggie begins to
suspect the pair. She happens to go to the same shop and buys the golden bowl they had rejected. Regretting
the high price he charged her, the shopkeeper visits Maggie and confesses to overcharging. At her home, he
sees photographs of Amerigo and Charlotte. He tells Maggie of the pair's shopping trip on the eve of her
marriage and their intimate conversation in his shop. (They had spoken Italian, but he understands the
language.) Maggie confronts Amerigo. She begins a secret campaign to separate him and Charlotte while
never revealing their affair to her father. Also concealing her knowledge from Charlotte and denying any
change to their friendship, she gradually persuades her father to return to America with his wife. After
previously regarding Maggie as a naïve, immature American, the Prince seems impressed by his wife's
delicate diplomacy. The novel ends with Adam and Charlotte Verver about to depart for the United States.
Amerigo says he can "see nothing but" Maggie and embraces her.
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From reader reviews:

David Browning:

Do you among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
specific aren't like that. This The Golden Bowl book is readable simply by you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving also
decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer regarding The Golden Bowl content conveys
thinking easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the information but
it just different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking The Golden Bowl is not loveable to be
your top listing reading book?

Margaret Barone:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not hoping The Golden Bowl that give your fun
preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world can be said
as the method for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It can't be said
constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky person but for all of you who wants to be success person.
So , for every you who want to start reading as your good habit, you are able to pick The Golden Bowl
become your own personal starter.

Thomas Taylor:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will
make professionals understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information
better to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You can view that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended to you is The Golden Bowl this reserve consist a lot of the information on the condition of this
world now. This kind of book was represented how does the world has grown up. The dialect styles that
writer value to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some exploration when he makes
this book. That's why this book acceptable all of you.

Judy Williams:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This particular book The Golden Bowl was colourful and of
course has pictures on there. As we know that book The Golden Bowl has many kinds or variety. Start from
kids until teens. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and think you are the character on
there. Therefore not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and chill
out. Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading that.
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